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Okay, students we are here to find out what makes each founder in Psychology so great.Take a look at this for example: Piaget has
influenced child development in such away which changed the way we look at developmental growth stage forever. Your role as little
detectives is to unlock the clues to whom each person is? What style of information they used to create their working theories. Why is
it so helpful to use these theories during the stages in childhood learning within the classroom? Why we want to go this way is
because of the reactions each theory being used now. Can we still learn from each theory and plant a new foundation on various
reasons about reports in stages of growth.

Your task is to create a cause and affect bubble map first to controls your bias behavior.Next outline what your great points will be for
the readers to know. By doing this it gives me your reader a highlight into your thinking pattern.After completing this; read each link
and gather information from these links to help create your outline.Use this helpful hints to evaluate verbal comprehension
ranks.Patterns of behavior statusFind out social control under each theory, why there may not be one.Then use those comparisons of
characteristics of divided methods to home into Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories.To Create a formative assessment on learning
objectively on Radical movements by B.F Skinner and Sigmund Freud's theories.Tie in: Social behavior, school adjustment behavior,
cognitive strengths, determined placement Ivan Pavlov, John Dewey and Clay.

EriksonPiagetVygotskyB.F SkinnerStep# 1 Read the links givingStep# 2 Draw an outlineStep# 3 Create a bubble map for
brainstorming ideas.Step# 4 Write your first draft. Make sure to highlight main details surrounding each person. Then isolate one of
the other Psychologist and define their true nature as why they choose these theories.Make a checklistRead over your history (if so,
add other outside information if need be to help your paper) make sure to add peer-reviews statements only.Use key wording to help
you link the Psychologist theories to early childhood education.Make sure to use photos to highlight each Psychologist viewpoints
under early childhood stages.Make sure it is written or typed clear.Find out&nbsp;which of the psychologist are &nbsp;behaviorist and
make a list and into why they are.

Each area will be graded on creative thinking.StyleWritingLook: If it reads good.Does the introduction display what you feel
surrounding your reading understanding from the links given.Does the point of using outside help makes a different in your view of
writings? If so, why?Homing in and isolate Erikson's and Piaget's theories.
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To draw information from all areas given by the teacher and create a working human theory. To be used to redefine the way we teach
students based on information on Maslow. The benefits of intelligence under level one stage which 0-3 years of stage under Piaget's
method. Then why methods piggy back on Erikson's theories are used just like Freud's ego lifespans. What is the foundation to all the
theories and what is common between them all.

The reason this assignment was created to better understand the founders of psychology better. To seek out clear reading reports on
why using psychology within the classroom works better than not using it to help students overcome their social curves. And why it is
so helpful to use during the cognitive development stages during the teaching of level age students.
Standards
The standards are to inform students about information on Psychology and why its used in the schools system.
Credits
Just wanted to thank my teacher for allowing me a chance to create the webquest. This is my first time really using this.
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